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THE SCHUR MULTIPLICATOR OF METACYCLIC GROUPS'

F.   RUDOLF  BEYL

Abstract. The Schur multiplicator Hfi of a (finite) meta-

cyclic group G is computed with the help of the Lyndon spectral

sequence. The order of Hfi is a useful invariant of G. A metacyclic

group with vanishing Schur multiplicator can be presented with two

generators and two relators. A simple description of the totality of

these groups is given and all such /»-groups are classified.

1. Introduction. All groups in this note are finite. The group G is called

metacyclic if it has a cyclic normal subgroup which yields a cyclic factor

group. If M and N are natural numbers, and r and X integers, and

r'v=l mod M, then we introduce

G(M, N, r, X)

= (a, b:aM = 1, b • a ■ ZT1 = a\ bN = ß*^^'-i>).

Obviously, G(M, N, r, X) is supported by the metacyclic extension

(1) e(M, N, r, X):TZM àJL^. g(M, N, r, X) -^-» Cv,

where CN is the cyclic group of order N and 2,M the additive cyclic group

of order M, and the distinguished generator c of C^ operates on Zw by

multiplication by r. (We indicate this by the superscript.) Moreover,

77 maps b to c and a to 1 and k embeds Zjf as the cyclic subgroup of G

generated by a. It is well known [6, III §7] that all metacyclic groups can

be presented as in (1). Our main result is that the Schur multiplicator

H2G(M, N, r, X) is the cyclic group of order (X, h(M, N, r)) where

(2) h(M, N, r) = M"1 • (M, r - 1) • (M, 1 + r + • ■ ■ + r^1)
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is the order of H2(CN; rZM). We have proved in [1, §4] that G(M, N, r, X)

t&G(M, N,r, X') where X' = (X, h(M, N, r)). Thus we may assume

X\h(M, N, r) and then X is an invariant of G(M, N, r, X), viz. the order of

H2G(M, N, r, X). We call G a Schur group if H2G = 0. Hence the meta-

cyclic Schur groups are precisely all

G(M, N, r, 1)

= (a, b:aM=l, bab~l = a\ bN = aMnM*-1]).

If one searches for Schur groups, it is particularly interesting to know

all Schur /»-groups. The metacyclic ones among these are classified in

§5. Now the Schur multiplicator is related to presentations of G as follows.

If F is a presentation of the group G with n generators and m relators,

then (n—m) is called the deficiency of P. The deficiency of G, def(G), is the

maximum of the deficiencies of all finite presentations of G. Then

(4) def(G) ^ -d(H2G)

where d(H2G) is the minimum mumber of generators for the group

H2G, cf. Epstein [2, Lemma 1.2]. Hence, if G has a presentation with as

many relators as generators, then it is a Schur group. Can the Schur

groups (3) be presented with two generators and only two relators? Yes,

as shown in §4. This makes for an independent proof that the groups (3)

are Schur groups. Epstein [2] calls a group efficient if equality holds in

(4). It is immediate from the results mentioned that all metacyclic groups

are efficient.

We thank William Scott in Salt Lake City, Utah, for informing us

that Wamsley [5] already computed the Schur multiplicator of meta-

cyclic groups and also proved the efficiency of metacyclic groups.

Wamsley's methods are very computational. We compare the results

below.

2. Proposition.    A metacyclic extension

e:TZM&—>G-^C'jv

determines a long exact sequence

(5) H3G -^-> ZN -f-> HX(CN; TZM)-~ H2G

which is natural with respect to maps of metacyclic extensions.

Proof.    Let (E, d) be the Lyndon spectral sequence of the extension e
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for integral homology. The relevant part of the £2-chart is

A   q

\

N      n =2
\

\

where H stands for HX(CN; rZM). This gives immediately £^0 = £^2 = 0

and E£0 = Ker d2 and Ex,x = H¡\md2. We also know that the composite

H3G^»-E3,n'>-^7'N is just ZY37r. Since £ converges to //+G, we obtain the

exactness of (5). This sequence is natural in e, since so is the Lyndon

spectral sequence.

3. Theorem.    Let e(M, N, r, X) be a metacyclic extension as in (1). Then

H2G(M, N, r, X) is the cyclic group of order (h(M, N, r), X) and the image

of H3tt:H3G^>-H3Cn is the cyclic group of order

N ■ (h(M, N, r), X)¡h(M, N, r).

Proof. Using the result of [1] quoted in the introduction, we replace

X by (X, h(M, N, r)) and call this again X. Now X\h(M, N, r). Consider

the commutative diagram

TZM A—>- G(M, N, r, X) —» Cv

tr t
Cn(b)- Cn

where L = (M,r—l)/X and Q = LN and CQ(b) is the cyclic group of

order Q generated by b in G(M, N, r, X) and 1ZL is the additive cyclic

group order L generated by bN = aM/L. Applying Proposition 2 to this,

we obtain a commutative diagram

<i2

H3G h H„G
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with exact rows, where H=HX(CN; TZM). Since ZN—*-Z(iVii) is epic,

lmd2=lmW. We claim Coker X¥=ZX. Assuming this claim, we have

//2G=Coker t/2=CokerlF=Z/l. We conclude directly from (5) that

N ■ (#//2G)=(# Im(//37r)) • i#H) and that Im(if» is cyclic. Since here

the Herbrand quotient is 1, indeed #//=/i(iVf, N, r).

Let r* denote the endomorphism of any abelian group which is multi-

plication by the integer r. It is well known that the functor HX=HX(- , Z)

is just abelianization. Hence Hx(r*) = r* and Hx(<p) = <p. Thus Hx(rZM)=

rZM and H1(1ZL)=1ZL as Cjy-modules and HX(CN; Hx(<p)) is just

HxiCN; <p):Z(NmL)^-HxiCN; rZM). If we compute HxiCN; ■ ) by the

standard formula [3, VI (7.7)], then all of ZL consists of cycles whereas

the cycle group for HxiCN;TZM) is generated by a0=(M/(M, r—l))a.

The inclusion <p maps the generator (M[L)a=(MXj(M, r—l))a of ZL

onto Xa0. Since now X\h(M, N, r), this implies Coker XV=ZX as claimed.

4. Theorem. A metacyclic group can be presented with two generators

and two relators if and only if it is a Schur group.

Proof. The "only if" part is given by the introduction. For the con-

verse, let the Schur group G = G(M, N, r, 1) be presented as in (3). Clearly,

there are integers sx and kx with (M, r— l)=sx(r— l)+kxM. Now sx is

prime to V=Mj(M, r—l). Let d be the greatest factor of M prime to sx

and s=sx+dV. We need only the following properties of s:

(a) iM,r - I) = sir - I) mod M   and    (Af,*)»l'.

Since [b, as]=äetb ■ as ■ o"1 • cra=a,-r-1)s=a{M-r^) in G(Af, N, r, 1), the

following relations (b) and (c) clearly hold in G(M, N, r, 1):

(b) bN = av    with V = M/(M, r - 1),

(c) [b, as] = aiMr'v.

We claim that (b) and (c) generate the group of relators. We conclude

from (b) that av commutes with b, and from (c) that [b, a3] commutes

with a. From this we obtain

d>v = b ■ asV ■ b-1 = (b-as- b~l)v = ([b, a>] ■ as)v = [b, as]v ■ asV

or [b, as]v=l. This and (b) and (c) give

(d) aM = 1.

There is an integer t with

(e) s\- t = 1 mod M.
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Now (d) and (e)and (a) give [b, a]=[b, asi] = ([6, a8] • a3)1 ■ asi=[b, a*]* =

a«3/.r-i)_ar_1 wn¡cn ¡s tne |ast 0f the original relations.

5. Classification of metacyclic noncyclic Schur /j-groups. The isomor-

phism types of metacyclic/j-groups have been determined in [1, §6]. When

we select those classes of noncyclic groups which have a representative with

A= 1, we obtain the following list.

I    G(pm, pn, pm~n +1,0)       p odd, m > n ^ 1 ;

II    G(pm, pn, pk + 1, 1) podd, n ^ 3, 2« - 2 > m > 2,

— > k ^ max(l,m - n + 1);
2

III G(2m, 2", 2m~n + 1,0)        b»t-2> tt ^ 1;

IV G(2m, 2n, 2m~n - 1,0)        rn-2>n>l;

V    G(2m, 2", 2*+ 1, 1) n ^4, 2/j - 2 > m > 4,

— > /c ̂  max(2, m — n + 1);

VI    G(2m, 2,-1,1) m ^ 2;

VII    G(2"\2", 2* - 1, 1) « ^ 2, m ^ 3,

m > fc ̂  max(2, m — n + 1).

The groups listed are pairwise nonisomorphic. The groups I, III, and IV

are split metacyclic, the others cannot be supported by a split metacyclic

extension. One has G(2m, 2", 2"-*-l, i)«*G(2*, 2", -1, 1) in case VII.

The groups VI are the generalized quaternion groups. Schur [4, pp. 107-

108] himself knew already that the following are Schur groups: IV for

n=l, I, III, and VI.

6. Comparison with Wamsley [5]. In [5, Lemma 1] the order x of the

Schur multiplicator is a GCD of six numbers. If one translates his notation

into ours by starting with at-^a1 and oi-^Zr1 and uses standard

properties of GCD's, one can obtain

x = GCD[x,(M,r-l),W^^-r-^-\
\ M r - 1 )

and then

x = GCD{/, M^1 ■ (M, r - I) ■ (M, I + r + ■ ■ ■ + ry~1)}.

Because of (2), this agrees with our Theorem 3.
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Finally some remarks on [5, Lemma 2] which corresponds to our

Theorem 4. Steps (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) serve to change r and X as to

satisfy iMX¡iM,r-l))\M and ((r-l)l(M, r-l), M)=l. The first con-

dition is automatic in our approach from h(M, N, r)\(M, r— 1), the

second superfluous. In case the parameters satisfy both conditions,

Wamsley's presentation of the metacyclic Schur group G coincides with

ours modulo arbitrary choices.
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